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Abstract
Mobile technologies offer the potential to enhance the lives of older adults. However, diminutive devices are often perplexing and many HCI problems exist. Consequently this potential is very often not exploited. In this paper we introduce MemoryLane, a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) based application being developed to enhance the reminiscence capabilities of older adults. Using abilities and preferences as a basis MemoryLane employs Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques to adapt its multimodal interface to accommodate the differing needs of older users and to compose and recount user life-cached multimedia data as memory stories.

1.	Introduction
Considerable research is being conducted into developing assistive technologies which help older adults. This has led to the development of mobile companions which assist older adults in a variety of ways such as memory prompting, location guidance, health monitoring and entertainment. The value of mobile companions in later life is discussed in detail by Wilks (2005) and Maciuszel (2005). Reminiscence plays an important role in the lives of older adults (Gibson 2004) and many perfect the art of storytelling and enjoy its social benefits. Humans possess an intrinsic desire to both tell and hear stories. The telling of stories of past events and experiences defines family identities and is an integral part of most cultures. Losing the ability to recollect past memories is not only disadvantageous but can prove quite detrimental especially to many older adults. However, life caching, the process of digitally storing one’s own memoirs and life experiences can be useful in combating this. In this paper we describe the use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques which will (a) govern how a mobile application adapts the design of its multimodal interface to accommodate the differing abilities and preferences of older users and (b) intelligently compose and recount dynamic memory stories from user life-cached data in a multimodal storytelling format based on the knowledge of that user’s abilities and his/her preferences at that point in time. A Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) based software application entitled MemoryLane is being developed to implement these techniques. MemoryLane assists users in keeping the tradition of oral storytelling alive by equipping them with the ability to re-live bygone days in personal individual reminiscence and the portability to relay them to others socially in group reminiscence.

2.	MemoryLane requirements analysis
Two field studies were conducted to gather requirements and the findings of these studies underpin the design process for MemoryLane. The first study investigated PDA usability among older adults (Mc Carthy et al. 2007). Participants were given a demonstration of how to interact with a PDA and accomplish basic tasks and were then observed as they attempted to re-enact the tasks (see Figure 1). Questionnaires were employed to record the participants’ opinions of, and preferences for interface components. Participants found the PDA extremely complicated to use with no one finding the interface instinctive or intuitive. The PDA device itself however appealed to the majority of participants who remarked on its portability and potential. Thus indicating that many older adults are interested in engaging with mobile technologies however due to complex interfaces many choose not to experiment with such devices.

Figure 1. Participant interacting with PDA

The second study investigated the reminiscence capabilities, patterns and preferences of older adults (Mc Carthy et al. 2008). The findings from this study influenced the choice of reminiscence topics selected for MemoryLane. We examined how older adults recalled their past experiences singularly in isolation, socially in groups of their peers and also with younger people. Reminiscence discussion was initially conducted without the aid of props to investigate participants’ powers of (un-aided) recollection. This independent discourse was followed by sessions during which users were encouraged to consider various cultural probes and a specially compiled Memory Scrapbook (see Figure 2) to investigate if this improved their reminiscence experience. Participants found the sessions both stimulating and enjoyable and agreed that their powers of reminiscence were enhanced when using the memory prompts. This provided a strong argument for the usefulness of developing MemoryLane as a portable memory companion. 

     
Figure 2. Memory prompts
3.	Implementation of MemoryLane  
MemoryLane is a hybrid system which incorporates the AI techniques of Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) and Rule-Based Reasoning (RBR) for decision making and generation of data. The data flow of MemoryLane’s architecture is given in Figure 3. User abilities and preferences are input to MemoryLane to form a unique user profile, the information stored in this profile is consulted for all future decision making for the duration of that user’s interaction. MemoryLane has two primary objectives: (1) multimodal interface configuration and (2) dynamic generation of appropriate and entertaining memory stories. 

Figure 3. Architecture of MemoryLane 

The first intelligent aspect of MemoryLane is concerned with configuring the interface on the basis of its current user’s preferences and abilities. The user is required to enter a rating of normal, reduced or very poor for their perceived ability in four different modalities: hearing, vision, speech and dexterity. The four ratings entered by the user are stored as part of that user’s unique profile and are linked with interface input and output elements. Hearing determines the volume level, speech the usage of automatic speech recognition (ASR), vision governs the use of text to speech (TTS) and frequency and sizes of text and images. Both vision and dexterity govern the size and choices of on-screen buttons and menus available to that user. 

The second intelligent aspect of the system is concerned with intelligently generating dynamic memory stories. The user’s life-cached multimedia items provide story content and are output in accordance with the user’s preferences and abilities. The system offers the user a choice of categories such as family, holidays, weddings or history from which they can select the topic for the new memory story. Once a selection is made the system locates all stored multimedia objects which are tagged as (a) belonging to that user and (b) belonging to the chosen category. Appropriate multimedia items based on the likes and dislikes of the user are selected from this pool for inclusion in the memory story. This multimedia including TTS and non-speech audio if deemed applicable are synchronized and fused into a memory story for simultaneous output through multithreading.   

MemoryLane operates across Client/Server architecture on a bespoke local area network (LAN) as seen in Figure 4. The user’s client PDA stores the multimedia data items and hosts the MemoryLane application. This application connects to a hosting server which provides system functionality through the public and private web methods of a web service. The server also hosts a back end database which stores user profiles and system information and the web service facilitates interrogation of this database. A speech engine also located on the server provides a TTS facility for the production of speech synthesis from string variables. This supports multimodal interaction in the utterances of on-screen prompts to assist the user if required and in the conveyance of stories. To further enhance multimodal user interaction MemoryLane will also incorporate ASR. 


Figure 4. Client-server architecture of MemoryLane

The interface for MemoryLane is designed to be both intuitive and instinctive to the user while being visually appealing. The layout is consistent deliberately plain avoiding scroll bars and ambiguous clutter. The default colour scheme is of neutral tones. The interface has minimal screen objects at any one time yet provides full functionality. The user is greeted with a welcome screen as shown in Figure 5(a). To log-in the user must select (press) their photo from a set of photos of six potential users. 

          
       (a) ‘Log-in’ screen                (b) ‘Change profile’ screen
Figure 5. MemoryLane interface 
MemoryLane then immediately retrieves the stored profile for that user. The interface is then adjusted to reflect the profile details tailoring it to the abilities and preferences of that user. The user’s image is displayed in the top left of the screen throughout the duration of their interaction and personalised messages are displayed. The user proceeds to either view memories or edit their profile. A Help button is continuously available in the bottom right of the screen and an Exit button in the bottom left of the screen. The Exit button is replaced by a Go Back button on all subsequent screens.

3.1	MemoryLane worked example
In Figure 5(b) we can see that ‘Nellie’ has logged and has chosen the Change Profile option. She is now presented with the choice of editing her profile preferences or abilities. The preferences option facilitates control over interface colour schemes and the use of icons and symbols instead of text. The abilities option allows her to change her profile level for hearing vision speech and dexterity. Changing the level for an ability will instantly be reflected in the multimodal interface e.g. increased or decreased font size button size volume levels or amounts of ASR and TTS.  As Nellie begins her reminiscence experience she is offered the choice of viewing a previously seen memory story stored in her album or creating a new memory story using combinations of her stored multimedia e.g. photographs video clips music sounds letters or poems. If Nellie chooses a memory from her album a selection of thumbnail images is displayed where each image represents a stored memory in the album. Selecting (pressing) an image causes it to be played in full. The new memory option allows Nellie to select a topic for the new memory story as seen in Figure 6(a). She can then view the ensuing memory story via the bespoke user interface as shown in Figure 6(b). Memory stories last anywhere between one and three minutes during which the user has the options to pause stop or replay the memory and to also maximise the viewing screen if desired. The options to rate a memory story and save to the album are offered after each showing. 

          
 (a) ‘Memory topic’ screen 	          (b) ‘Play memory’ screen
Figure 6. MemoryLane interface memory screens 

MemoryLane will learn from the user during interaction and record this information as part of the user’s profile. Should the user express dislike for a particular story MemoryLane will learn to avoid this particular multimedia combination for future memory stories. Similarly if the user rates the memory story highly MemoryLane will learn that this is a popular combination of multimedia. Should the user repeatedly require help MemoryLane will become pro-active and will automatically offer help in known problem areas for that user. As a user interacts with MemoryLane over a period of time its knowledge of that user will increase accordingly. MemoryLane can then offer more precise and accurate memory stories in a way that the user finds entertaining, using interface components that the user finds easy to understand, navigate and control. The more the user interacts with MemoryLane the more it will learn about him/her.

4.	Conclusion & future work
This research introduces a hybrid method of decision-making specifically for a mobile platform, combining AI techniques in the development of a multimodal PDA-based application called MemoryLane. MemoryLane accommodates user-specific abilities and preferences for multimodal input and output and also performs fusion and synchronisation of life-cached multimedia for story generation.  An initial MemoryLane prototype is currently being implemented and future work will involve iterative user evaluations of subsequent MemoryLane versions, rigorous testing of the final MemoryLane prototype and results analysis.  
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